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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT RETREAT AT OCEAN COMMONS

"Wait, what?" "That's right." After sitting vacant for more than a decade, the first phase of
construction broke ground in January 2017 on the existing Deer Tract Golf Course South in Surfside
Beach. Once shrouded in controversy, litigation brought redevelopment of this golf course to a standstill.
G3 Engineering assisted the owner by walking them through the infinitely complex permitting process for
this multi- phase project.
Introducing D.R. H orton's newest community, The Retreat at Ocean Commons! Centrally located
between H ighways 17 Bypass & Business and near H igway 544, this community will feature over 150 lots
with a mix of single story and two- story homes within the previously known Deerfield Plantation.
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5/ 5 |

Kentucky Derby
5/ 5 | Blessing of the Inlet (M I)
5/ 5 | Rivertown M usic & Beer Festival
5/ 5 | Cinco de M ayo
5/ 11 - 5/ 20 | Bike Week Spring Rally
5/ 12 | M ayfest on M ain (N M B)
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MAY --

5/ 13 |
5/ 19 5/ 25 5/ 26 5/ 28 |

Back to the Summer Car Show (M B)
M other's Day
5/ 20 | Blue Crab Festival (LR)
5/ 28 | M emorial Weekend Bikefest (N M B)
5/ 27 | Charleston - M t Pleasant Art Festival
M emorial Day
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EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT - BRANDON TRUESDALE
G3 congratulates Brandon Truesdale on his new
position as Designer- III / Project Coordinator. In addition
to his promotion, Brandon recently passed his EngineerIn- Training fundamentals exam, a great accomplishment.
A graduate of Clemson University, Brandon joined
the G3 Engineering team in February 2016 and has since
become an exceptional asset to the company, an Employee
of the Year award as proof! Growing up in Camden,
Brandon, with his wife, Karen & daughter, Khloe, now
calls Pawleys Island his home.
Brandon enjoys all things Clemson and is proud to
be a Tiger, a visit to his workspace would have you seeing
orange! H e plays a little golf when not in the office, with
most of his free time dedicated to his family. G3 Engineering is grateful for his leadership, knowledge, and
commitment.

EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT - JACKSON JENRETTE
G3 Engineering would like to announce the promotion of Jackson Jenrette to Field Representative.
Joining the company in September of 2016, Jackson
held a CAD Technician position but would always take on
more work willingly, and with that, came the opportunity
for growth.
Originally from M aracay, Venezula, Jackson now
lives in M yrtle Beach with his wife, Veronica, & two sons,
Isaiah and Aiden. A graduate of H GTC and twice recognized on the Deans List, he has a passion for the outdoors
and looks forward to spending time with his sons hiking,
fishing, and playing soccer.
Jackson has proven himself to be a team player who
continually takes on additional tasks and responsibility.
With his great attitude, ability to communicate well, and
wonderful work ethic, Jackson has & will continue to
represent G3 Engineering well.

The M illennium Force Roller Coaster, a Cedar Point must- ride in
Sandusky, Ohio, once the world?s tallest (310 feet) and fastest (92
mph) roller coaster, is supported by 226 footers using 27,900 feet of
concrete. It took 175 truckloads of steel to create the frame.

